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___Said that he believes there was.a conspiracy. 

NY Post, Timothy Lee: A KING SUSPECT HELD IN MEXICO. Repeats story on detention 
of Daniel David Kennedy. it. Fletcher said FBI on way to question Kennedy 
but John Mull, FBI agent in charge Phoenix denied knowing anything about the 
arrest. In Washington, FBI refused to comment. . 

NY Post, Washington (AP): FBI BSLITTLES RAY-GALT "CONTRADICTIONS:" FBI sources - 
-insisted, but not for attribution, that Ray and Galt were one person. "We know 
there's only one person involved here," said one FBI official, "We've got his 
fingerprints and we know who he is." Puzzling aspects of case continue to pop up. 
Newest involves Ray's smoking habits: cigaret or cigar ashes found in Mustang, 
but FBI bulletin issued last year after Ray's escape said that he did not smoke. 
Rod Arvidson of dance studio said Galt did not smoke any kind of tobacco. FBI 
official brushed off differing descriptions of suspect's height, weight, eyes and 
hair. 7 . 

NY Times, Martin Waldron, Los angeles, 4/25/68: GALE TRIP FROM COAST TO NEW ORIBANS 
RECALLED BY COMPANION. Reports interview.with Charles Stein. | 

Los Angeles Free Press, by Mark Lane: MEMPHIS IN APRIL. Reviews case to date. 

States Item, Louis Lomax: RAY MET NW.0. CONTACT NEAR MART, Ray met with important 
industrialist between 2:30 and 4 P.M. on 12/17/67 inside or near the Int'l Trade 
Mart in New Orleans. At 3:30 that day a close friend of Ray's, “Tommie," was in 

the Trade Mart. That evening Ray visited Tommie and told him that he saw him in 
the Mart but did not appreach him because he was busy. Lomax said also that 

. Ray returned to New Orleans at end of March 1968 and delivered a package to the 
mother of a Los Angeles friend. 

NY Pest, Pittsburgh (AP): DR. KING'S SEES CONSPIRACY .  Rev.A.D. Wus.King 
rei eet on 

NY Times, Martin Waldron, Memphis: THE SEARCH: WEIRD TRAIL OF KING'S KILIER | Two investigations (ene in Alabama, one in Alabama-iand Georgia) by FBI agents seemingly on trail of 2 Eric Starvo Galts, 2 rifles, 2 white Mustangs, 2 driver's licenses, and an airplane ticket. Speculation within the FBI is that it was a hired killing. Two businessmen, one in Birmingham and one in New Orleans, _ mentionedpprivately as possible sources of the several thousands of dollars spent by Galt between August 1967 and April 1968, According to Birmin FBI thought Galt may have escaped the USA and made his way to Cubs. ("if hele still alive"), Re: Green Stamps, 2 attendants at Birmingham gas station _ remembered Galt, he bought gas there and had minor repairs on the white Mustang. They said the Mustang needed work on its cluteh-—but the car Galt purchased from Paisley did not have a clutch but an automatic shift. The Birmingham Galt was quiet, almost shy, did not drink; the California Galt was a loudmouth who drank vodka at dingy Hollywood bars. Warden at Missouri State prison said that when Ray escaped, the wrong fingerprints were circulated to law enforcement agencies but a new set of prints were sent out later. However, officials in Georgia and Alabama said that they never received the second set of fingerprints.
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NY Post, Timothy Lee: A KING SUSPECT HELD IN MEXICO, Repeats story on detention 
-of Daniel David Kennedy. Lt. Fletcher said FBI on way to question Kennedy 
but John Mull, FBI agent in charge Phoenix denied knowing anything about the 
arrest. In Washington, FBI refused to comment. 

NY Post, Washington (AP): FBI BELITTLES RAY-GALT "CONTRADICTIONS." FBI sources 
.insisted, but not for attribution, that Ray and Galt were one person. "We know 

there's only one person involved here," said one FBI official, "We've got his 
fingerprints and we know who he is." Puzzling aspects of case continue to pop up. 
Newest involves Ray's smoking habits: cigaret or cigar ashes found in Mustang, 

but FBI bulletin issued last year after Ray's escape said that he did not smoke. 
Rod Arvidson of dance studio said Galt did not smoke any kind of tobacco. FBI 

official brushed off differing descriptions of suspect's height, weight, eyes and 
hair. 

NY Times, Martin Waldron, Los Angeles, 4/25/68: GALT TRIP FROM COAST TO NEW ORLBANS 
RECALLED BY COMPANION. Reports interview. with Charles Stein. 

‘Los Angeles Free Press, by Mark Lane: MEMPHIS IN APRIL. Reviews case to date. 

States Item, Louis Lomax: RAY MET N.Q. CONTACT NEAR MART. Ray met with important 
industrialist between 2:30 and 4 P.M. on 12/17/67 inside or near the Int'l Trade 

Mart in New Orleans. At 3:30 that day a close friend of Ray's, "Tommie," was in 
the Trade Mart. That evening Ray visited Tommie and told him that he saw him in 

. . the Mart but did not appreach him because he was busy. Lomax said also that 
Ray returned to New Orleans at end of March 1968 and delivered a package to the 
mother of a Los Angeles friend. 

NY Post, Pittsburgh AP: DR.KING'S BROTHER SEES CONSPIRACY. Rev. A. D. Williams King 
- Said that he believes there was a conspiracy. 

States Item, Louis Lomax, San Antonio Tex: CONTRADICTORY INFORMATION ON RAY INCREASES, 

FBI search of White Mustang unearthed Green Stamps purchased at a Birmingham 
gas station in mid-February 1968. Gas station owner identified photo of Ray 

as the man who got the Green Stamps. But #BI reports consistently place Ray 
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station transaction. This is one of a series of disturbing contradictions, 

e.g., Ray's smoking:habits. Stein said Ray did not smoke, but ashes found in 
Mustang impounded by FBI. FBI said Ray in Los Angeles to 3/27/68 and then 
bought rifle in Birmingham 3/30/68 yet following disclosure by Lomax, FBI 
interviewed New Orleans family and confirmed Ray had delivered package to 

them end of March. Ray could not have driven Los Angeles to Birmingham 

via New Orleans 2500 miles between 3/27 and3/30/68 unless he had a driving 
companion. Lomax states FBI has been forced to admit that the fingerprints . 

. circulated during the early days of the manhunt were not those of Ray. FBI blames 
‘warden of the Missouri State Penitentiary for issuing mistaken fingerprints on 

Ray when he escaped from prison April 1967. FBI also said Ray had taken dancing 
.. lessons in New Orleans during time he was supposedly in prison; FBI failed retrace 

Ray/Stein drive LA to NO; failed to investigate Ray calls to New Orleans from 
public phone booth in St. Francis Hotel, LA. FBI failed to uncover the TV set. 
Ray gave to a Hollywood girl friend on or about 2/14/68, the back of which had 
handwriting believed to be Ray's. Lomax all but certain Ray made 3 trips to NO 
‘petween 12/15/67 and end of March 1968. 

Atlanta AP: HAVE NO EVIDENCE OF CONSPIRACY--RAMSEY CLARK. 

NY Post, Bob Williams, "On The Air,” Author Truman Capote last night suggested 
. that the FBI was looking for more than one man, he contended James Earl Ray himself 

is dead. He. also argued MLK assassination could have been a leftist plot resulting 
from disappointment with King's non-violence. 



29 States Item, Lois Lomax, San Antonio Tex: CONTRADICTORY INFORMATION ON RAY INCREASES, . 
FBI search of White Mustang unearthed Green Stamps. purchased at a Birmingham 
gas station in mid-February 1968. Gas station owner identified. photo of Ray 
as the man who got the Green Stamps. But FBI reports consistently place Ray 
in Los Angeles, dancing studjo and bartending school, at the time of the gas 
station transaction. This is one of a series of disturbing contradictions, 
@.g., Ray's smokingthabits. Stein said.Ray did not smoke, but ashes found in 
Mustang impounded by FBI. FBI said Ray in Los Angeles to 3/27/68 and then 
bought rifle in Birmingham 3/36/68 yet following disclosure by Lomax, FBI 
interviewed New. Orleans family and confirmed Ray had delivered package to 
them end of March. Ray. could not have driven Los Angeles to Birmingham 
via New Orleans 2500 miles between 3/27 and3/30/68 unless he had a driving 
companion. ' Lomax states FBI has been forced to admit that the fingerprints 
circulated during the early days of the manhunt were not those of Ray. FBI blames 
warden of the Missouri State Penitentiary for issuing mistaken fingerprints on 
Ray when he escaped from prison April 1967. FBI also said Ray had taken dancing 
lessons in New Orleans during time he was supposedly in prison; FBI failed retrace 

| Ray/Stein drive. LA to NO; failed to investigate Ray calls to New Orleans from 

public phone beoth in St. Francis Hotel, LA. FBI failed to uncover the T¥ set. 

Ray gave to a Hollywood girl friend on or about 2/14/68, the back of which had 
handwriting believed te be Ray's. Lomax all but certain Ray made 3 trips to NO 
‘between 12/15/67 and end of March 1968. , : 

“Atlanta AP: HAVE NO EVIDENCE OF CONSPIRACY-—-RAMSEY CLARK. 

NY Post, Bob Williams, "On The Air," Author Truman Capote last night suggested 
that the FBI was looking for more than one man, he contended.James Earl Ray himself 

“is dead. —-He_also argued MLK assassination-eould_have been a leftist plot resulting-—~—"" 
from disappointment with King's non-violence. | “a foo Fo, 
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‘States Item, Canberra australia (AP): TIP FROM FBI; ° RAY SEARCH TURNS To AUSTRALIA, — 
fustralian police said FBI cabled it had information indicating Ray might have fled 
to Australia; police making nationwide search, have started intensive examination 
of all entry documents filed since 4/4/68. 

NY Post, by Jack Nelson, Washington—LINK MAP 10 KING CASE. A map of Atlanta 
with areas of MLK residence and church circled has been linked to accused assassin 
Ray by the FBI. Reviews history of the case, FBI still bothered by possibility — 
Ray was a hired killer; he had some $6-8,000 in cash after his escape. 

NY Times, Editorial: SEARCH FOR DR. KING'S KILLER. Information provided by 
Justice Dept, FBI and Memphis police and other agencies has created welter of 
contradictions. Clark said no less than 4 times no evidence of conspiracy, 
yet FBI charged in a warrent that Ray alias Galt and an "alleged brother" 
entered into a conspiracy in Birmingham. Descriptions by FBI, police, and 
other officials, and by witnesses and acquaintances, point not to one Galt but 
to four, ranging in age from 20 to 40 in height from 5'8" to 6', from 160 to 175 lbs 
in accent from Southern to rural. No one in Memphis rooming house recognizes FBI 
photo of Galt from bartending school; same. is true of prisoners and warden: in . 
‘Missouri State Penitentiary. Clark and JEHoover have responsibility to keep 
public as fully and accurately informed as possible, and to ensure that the suspect 
is brought in alive. "The case of Lee Harvey Oswald bears no repetition." 

NY Post, Art Petacque, Chicago: BROTHER DOUBTS RAY IS STILL ALIVE. Jerry Ray 
said he and other family members fear James Earl Ray may be dead. Ray's brother 
found it hard to believe he had shot MLK because he never was a man of violence 
but conceded he could have been used by persons conspiring to kill King . He 
never displayed animosity toward Negroes, according to his brother, but he was interested in the political ambitions of George Wallace. a 
Chicago (CaP): RAY'S BROTHER DISAPPEARS. Jerry Ray has quit<: his job at a golf 
club and disappeared, a few hours after an interview with a Chicago newspaper.
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States Item, Canberra Australia (AP): TIP FROM FBI: RAY SEARCH TURNS TO AUSTRALIA. 
Australian police said FBI cabled it had information indicating Ray might have fled 
to Australia; police making nationwide search, have started intensive examination 

of all entry documents filed since 4/4/68. 

NY Post, by Jack Nelson, Washington—LINK MAP T0 KING CASE. A map of Atlanta 
with areas of MLK residence and church circled has been linked to accused assassin 
Ray by the FBI. Reviews history of the case. FBI still bothered by possibility 

... Ray was a hired killer; he had some $6-8,000 in cash after his escape. 

NY Times, Editorial: SEARCH FOR DR. KING'S KILLER. Information provided by 
Justice Dept, FBI and Memphis police and other agencies has created welter of 

contradictions. Clark said no less than 4 times no evidence of conspiracy, 

-: yet PBI charged in a warrent that Ray alias Galt and an "alleged brother" 
entered into a conspiracy in Birmingham. Descriptions by FBI, police, and 
other officials, and by witnesses and acquaintances, point not to one Galt but 

. to four, ranging in age from 20 to 40 in height from 5'8" to 6', from 160 to 175 lbs 
. in accent from Southern to rural. No one in Memphis rooming house recognizes FBI 

photo of Galt from bartending school; same.is true of prisoners and warden in 
Missouri State Penitentiary. Clark and JEHoover have responsibility to keep 
public as fully and accurately informed as possible, and to ensure that the suspect 

is brought in alive. "The case of Lee Harvey Oswald bears no repetition." 

. NY Post, Art Petacque, Chicago: BROTHER DOUBTS RaY IS STILL ALIVE. Jerry Ray 
said he and other family members fear James Earl Ray may be dead. Ray's brother | 

. found it hard to believe he had shot MLK because he never was a man of violence 
put conceded he could have been used by persons conspiring to. kill King . He 

never displayed animosity toward Negroes, according to his brother, but he was 

_ interested in the political ambitions of George Wallace. 

‘Chicago (AP): RAY'S BROTHER DISAPPEARS. Jerry Ray has quit: his job at a golf 
‘club and disappeared, a few hours after an interview with a Chicago newspaper. 
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